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PREFACE.

This little Work is intended to supply

what has no doubt been often wanted by

many Engineers a certain and ready means-

of correctly and easily ascertaining the Pres-

sures of Embankments, Submerged or other-

wise, composed of different materials ;
also

the Moments of Retaining Walls of differ-

ent forms of cross-section, to successfully

withstand those pressures ;
so that, by know-

ing the exact value of each, the right dimen-^

sions of the most suitable form of wall for

the purpose required can be at once ascer-

t ained.

As the method adopted does not involve

the use of any long or laborious calculations,

it is hoped it will prove useful to the Pro-

fession generally.





RETAINING WALLS.

Retaining walls are adopted as a neces-

sary expedient in railway and other practice,

often under very peculiar circumstances, as

when there is not sufficient room for the

slope of the embankment
;

it being some-

times perched high on a steep mountain's

side, and where it would have been hardly

possible to construct a railway at all, except

by securing it with a massive wall occupy-

ing comparatively little space.

When it is also remembered how fear-

fully terrible any accident would be if it
'

was to occur in such a dangerous situa-

tion if by any erroneous calculation or

mistaken judgment on the part of the en-

gineer sufficient strength had not been given
to the work, the wall which was to have/

supported the embankment, suddenly giving

way, falling over into a deep ravine or chasm,
a large portion of the embankment going
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with it, and, it may be also, a passing train

there can be no doubt but that the nature

of the material of which the embankment
is to be made should be understood, and

the best* form and requisite dimensions for

the wall should be well considered and ac-

curately ascertained beforehand, so that it

may be amply strong enough.
At the same time that the wall should be

made perfectly secure, it is also often desir-

able that any unnecessary excess of strength

should not be given to it, and so thereby
avoid increasing its cost considerably, as

the value of work is often very much en-

hanced when it has to be executed in such

inaccessible situations as before mentioned,

where all the materials for building it may
have to be brought from a great distance.

The engineer thus may be at a loss to

determine of what size a retaining wall

should be built, so as to be safe against all

contingencies that can occur, and yet also

to be economical.

In many cases there have been failures

which may have arisen from not correctly

ascertaining beforehand how the material of



which the embankment is composed will be

affected by the alternations of wet and dry

weather before it is thoroughly consolidated,

and the precise angle at which its slope will

stand in either case, thereby causing a con-

siderable difference in its pressure against

the wall.

A retaining wall also, as in the case of

the wing-walls of a bridge, being built at

the same time that the embankment is being
filled in behind it, has often to withstand

then a considerable greater pressure than it

will have to do afterwards when the em-

bankment is settled
;

this also perhaps
when its work is green, and not prepared
to resist the pressure intended forit. Some-

times also the punning of the material be-

hind it has (as is often the case) not been^
done effectually, and a heavy rain changes
the dryDearth or clay into a wet sludge,

causing it to swell considerably.

It therefore being such an important

point in railway construction, it would no

doubt be very desirable if some simple form

of calculation were used, not only strictly

accurate, but easily adapted to any circum-
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stances that may occur. In the case of a

wall where the embankment is level with

its top the calculation of the pressure is

well known, being very simple, and is as

follows :

Let B D be the back of a retaining wall,

D E the natural slope of the embankment,
i

A B G E

then if we bisect the /_ B D E by the line

D G, B D G is the portion of the embank-

ment supported by the retaining wall.

Now the weight of B D G : pre'ssure of

its weight against the wall : : B D :.B G : :

H : H tang. L B D G. The weight of



Pressure of weiht of

Moment of pressure of weight of

BDG = H'X ta"g
-^

BPG Xjrx*
Ja 3

H 3

=_ x tang.
3 L B D G X IF,b

and the double of this moment for stability

In the case of a vertical wall, as A B C D,
its weight = W H B, and the moment of

its weight

_ W HB2
3

"

then for equilibrium,

-
2

= X tang.
2 L B D G x W,

'W
n/

and B = H tang. _ B D G
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and for stability,

W H R 2 TT 3_J1- = L x tang.' L BDG x W,
& o

fi~n
V T"

and JB = H tang. L B D G .

V W

The figures in the columns of. Table No.

1, are calculated from this last formula,

and are

/oTrf
Htang. Z.BDG J,

BO if divided by the square root of the

weight of a cubic foot of the wall, they will

give the thickness of the wall.

Table No. 2 gives double the moments of

the pressure of the weight of different ma-

terials to form the embankment, calculated

from the formula

-* Xtang.
2 ^BDGx TF,

o c

and which, if made equal to either of the

moments of the weight of different forms of

retaining walls given, the dimensions of

that form of retaining wall required can be

readily ascertained.

Having now given the usual formulae and
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Tables for easy calculation deduced from

them, for calculating the dimensions of a

retaining wall with an embankment level

with its top, what is next required is a con-

venient and ready method of accurately

calculating the pressure of a surcharged

embankment. The author is not aware if

the method of calculation and formulae he

gives here are new, but the Tables for gen-

eral use have, he thinks, the merit of sim-

plicity.

When the embankment slopes away up-

wards above the top of the wall, the calcu-

lation of its pressure is a little more com-

plex, and no method of finding it has yet

been given that is simple, or that can be

easily used in practice. Moseley, Hann, and

Rankine, in their works give equations very t

abstruse, and apparently of no practical ap-

plication. Hann also takes into account

the pressure of the slope of the embankment

resting on the top of the wall, a refinement

of the calculation practically altogether un-

necessary, and which, by complicating the

original equation, renders mistakes more

likely to occur.
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If A be the natural slope of the em-

bankment rising upwards above the top of

the wall A B G H, B E a line parallel to it

from the foot of the wall, B C bisecting the

L A B E, then A B C is the portion of the

embankment to be retained by the wall.

Now when A B is vertical, the length of

the slope to be retained, A 0, will be equal

to the height of the wall. If L E B F= the

angle of the slope of the embankment= 0,

then

and if H = height of the wall, then

and the weight of

W being the weight of a cubic foot of the

embankment. Pressure of the weight of

tt A PB A C =

moment of pressure of weight of
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RAP ^2

v* 90-0 H_
^
x tang. __? X

3

WR* / 0*"- 0^ l-
4

double this moment for stability

" H* / 03- 90=-^~ ^
-/

1 ~
4
X tang,

-

H A
-,'D

7L

G B

Table No. 3 gives the value of

for every deg. of inclination of the slope of

the embankment from 15 deg. to 40 deg.,
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TFH 3

so that by multiplying by this value,

double the moment of the pressure of the

embankment will be given, and Table No.

5 gives double the moments of different

kinds of material accordingly.

In the case of a vertical wall, the moment
W H B 2

of its weight = :

- W being the

weight of a cubic foot of the wall. Then

for equilibrium, ,.,
t> y \y'

and for stability,

Table No. 4 is calculated from the for-

mula .81649 H VcW^so that the figures

in that Table, divided by the square root of

the weight of a cubic foot of the wall, will

give the thickness of the wall required for

stability.

Table No. 5 gives double the moments of

the pressure of the weight of different ma-

terials to form a surcharged embankment,
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with a retaining wall up to 30 ft. in height,

and which if made equal to either of the

moments of the weight of different forms

of retaining walls given afterwards, the di-

mensions required for that form of wall

can be at once found.

The moment of a wall of this section is

where B is the vertical portion of the wall,

H

S B

and S is the slope. If S = 1, or 3" to a ft.,

its moment

WH ff^ . H^ 9 H 2^

The moment of a battering wall of equal

thickness

WHB= - J3 -f- S H),
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where B = thickness of wall, and S H =
the batter of the slope on the face. If

I W H B c^ . HA
S r- f

- its moment = I B + I,

and if E F, the perpendicular from its cen-

tre of gravity, falls on its inside corner, its

moment = W H B 2

,
and the wall then will

have the greatest amount of resisting power
with security, and also with a minimum

amount of material in it. In that case, if

M = moment of earth, W = weight of a

cubic foot of the wall ;
for stability,

S =
-y/^-ga i S H being = B.

To exemplify this, let H = 20 feet,

S = -, W F= sand of 120 Ibs. to the cubic

foot in a surcharged embankment, W =
brick of 120 Ibs. to the cubic foot in the
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wall. Then by Table No. 5, the double

moment of that kind of sand = 160,000.

T hen for the first section of wall,

-a

B = 6.9. In this case, weight of wall

= 120
((20

X 6.9) + (1^??)J
= 22,560.

For second section of wall,

^^(B +
2

^)= 160,000,

and B = 9.31, weight of wall = 9.31 X
20 X 120 = 22344. For second section

of wall, and a perpendicular from its cen-

tre of gravity to fall on its inside corner,

120 X 20 X ^= 160,000, and B = 8.16,

weight of wall= 8.16 X 12^X 20= 19593

only, showing a considerable saving of ma-

terial with this wall.

At the same time, though this wall has

the greatest amount of resisting power with

the smallest amount of material in it, yet

perhaps it may be a question if it would not

be advisable to make walls of great height

thicker from their base upwards to one-
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third of their height, which is the centre of

pressure.

If we now consider a wall of this form

of cross-section, the outside slope of which is

B

A E C F

S to 1, and the inside slope next to the em-

bankment S' to 1, we find that its weight is

WH 2

H B + (S - SO,

and the moment of its weight

-f B(SH + B)),

or if we call it C E and F, where C E is

the difference between the slopes of the

front and back of the wall, D E being

drawn parallel to the face A B, and F is
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the batter of the back of the wall, then its

weight is

and the moment of its weight

"(+.+?)) .

Then, if the height of the wall be 20 ft.,

and its weight be 120 Ibs. per cubic foot, as

before, its outside slope to 1, and its in-

side slope next to the embankment to 1,

then C F = 2| ft., E C = 2| ft., and its

moment

= 160,000, the double inoment of the em-

bankment.

From this equation we find B = 8.088,

and therefore the weight of that wall

= 120 X 20 s.088 +
2~\ = 22411,

(s.

and which is, what might have been ex-

pected from the 'form of its cross- section,
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being between that of the first form of wall

before mentioned, whose weight was 22560,

and that of the second form, whose weight
was 22344, less than the one and more than

the other.

The form of cross-section of wall, having
its front and back parallel, with the perpen-
dicular from its centre of gravity falling on

its inside corner, having been proved to be

the most economical in material, it may be

asked, why should not this principle be car-

ried further, and walls generally be built

thicker at the top than at the bottom, so as

to have their centre of gravity higher up ?

This, by increasing the distance of a per-

pendicular from it to the outside edge of

the wall at its foot, would much increase its

resisting power to the overturning force of

the bank. It no doubt could be done, and

where the wall is of great thickness it may
be safe to do so, but as there is a fear, how-

ever, of too much reducing the thickness of

the wall at one-third of its height, where is

the centre of pressure, perhaps it may be

advisable to make the form of equal thick-

ness throughout, the limit of our endeavor
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to economize material with these forms of

wall.

The moment of this form of wall, with its

vertical side against the embankment, is

W H B 2

~~3
'

and if it be required to support water, whose

double moment is 20.83 H3

,
we find from

the equation^1 = 20.83^,3 = !^,
V W

W being the weight of a cubic foot of the

wall.

When the sloping side of the wall is next

to the water, the pressure of the water on

it assists the resisting power of the wall.

Its moment is

WEB 2

6
'

and the pressure of the water on the slope

S = 62.58 x3 =31.25SH.
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Thus, when resolved into the horizontal and

vertical forces, the former is

31.25 S H X sin. L a= 31.25 S H X 3 _. 31.25 H,
fci

and the latter is

31.25 S H X cos. a = 31.25 S H X 5 = 31.25 HB.
to

The moment of the former force

= 31.25 H 2 X ?- = 10.416 H 3
,

& \

and which tends to overturn the wall ;
and

the moment of the latter force

O T>

= 31 .25 H B X
f-
= 20.83 H B 2

,

and which tends to assist the wall. The total

moment of the wall for stability must there-

fore = 2 (moment horizontal force mo-

ment vertical force)

= 2 (10.416 H3 - 20.83 H B 2

)
=

20.83 H(H2 - 2B 2

).
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and

WHB 2

6
= 20.83 H(H2 -2 B 2

),

11 18 H
V W -|- 250

'

If we take H = 20 feet, and W = 120 Ibs.

per cubic foot, then in the first case,

3=14^2 =14.4-2,

and the weight of the wall

120 X20X 14.42
17304 ;

and in the second case

11.18X

1/l2u + 250

and the weight of the wall

11.68,

The moment of a wall of this section is
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as before mentioned, when the water presses

against the vertical side, but if it is on the

slope, the moment is

W H /" S 2>
v

^L(B(B + S)+-).
If we have an embankment of this form of

cross-section, where the slopes are the same

on both sides, its moment is

If the steeper slope is on the inside of the

embankment, its moment is

S B S'

If the steeper slope is on the outside of the

embankment, its moment is
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H

S' B $

If in these last five equations W = 120

Ibs. to the cubic foot, H = 20 feet, S = 20

feet, S' = 10 feet, and B = 10 feet, then

the moment of the first section

"0X20
4

2())2 = 920,000 ;

of the second section

O

of the third section

-
120x20(10 (

1

= 1,800,000;'

of the fourth section

= 120 X 20
(10'(20

+
!

(-20
+
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of the fifth section

In these equations the moments of the

walls are to be made equal to twice the

difference of the moments of the horizontal

and vertical forces of the water, as before,

when the sloping side is next to the water.

If the wall is to be built with a curved

batter instead of a slope, to facilitate the

calculation of its moment we may assume

the curve to be of a parabolic form, and

from which, in the curves generally used

for that purpose, it will not sensibly differ.

The calculations of the moments of a few

forms of wall with curved batter are given,

to show how they have been arrived at.

To find the moment of a retaining wall

with curved batter generally, let ABE be

of the parabolic form, then the area of

.

o

Now the centre of gravity of A B E will be

found sufficiently correct for all practical
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purposes if it is taken to be in the perpen-

dicular line G F, which will bisect ABE.

A N

F 8

Now

H X EF-
ô

AEFG=AEFN-AGN=
ABE H v

GN =H /KF
V

HXEF-H = BE,

2 /E~F __ 1 _ BE
af/lBE" 6EF'

F 9 3 BE
,
BE 2

BE~~4 4EF^16EF 2 '
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BE 3 -12BE 2XEF-f 36BEXEF 2 -16EF 3=0,
B E-4 E F) (B E 2 - 8 B E X E F -M E F 2

) = 0,

BE-4EF = 0, BF = ^4̂

Moment of

moment of

AECD

moment of

ABCD

If we take a triangle of equal area with

A G B E, and similar to a triangle ABE,
we shall find that its base will

= BE y/| =.8165 BE,

and therefore the distance of a perpendicu-

lar from its centre of gravity to

O

and therefore, BE- ,2722 B E= .7278 B E
from B, or nearly the same as before. Let

C E = 6, and other values as before, then
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160,000, B E = 6.403,

and weight of wall

120 Ao X 6 + i 20 X 6.A = 19523.

D A

To find the moment of A B C D when
ABE^AECD. Then

T) "HI

BE= 3CE, areaofABE=HX ^===HXCE.

Moment of

= (HXCE)
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. 9

=H CE

64

Then

120 X 20 15 B C 2 = 160,000,
64

B C = 13.62, C E = 3.4, B E = 10.21,

and weight of w^all

= 120
(20

X 3.4 + 20 ^3^)
= 16344.

When both the front and back of the

wall are curved and parallel. When E F

passes through the centre of gravity, to find

E A. Area of

E A B F = HXEA-f-? (B F - E A) =
o

area of

2 H,, . H r

_BA+-g- BF,

E F C D = H X C F + -. (E D-C F)
o

= )

then, when E F bisects A B C D,
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For stability,

SBC SAD

OF ---
4 4

= ^? + 2(ED-EA).

r> E xi

and as

= 8EA, EA=-AD.

To find E A when the perpendicular

which bisects A B C D passing through its

centre of gravity falls on its inside corner.

Area of

= ?-H(AD-EA).
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(A D - E A) = H X E A -f-
5. (B C - E A),
O

C .5

To find the moment of A B C D when

the curves of the front and back of the wall

are of different radii. Area of

EF 2H,C D = H X C F + -- (D E - C F)
o
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area of

area of

= HXEA-f-(BF-EA)
o

2H H
= __ E A + - B F,

~
o

- B F = (B C + 2 D A) ;

A

moment of A B C D for stability

As
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adding 2 E A to both sides,

C F + 2 DA = 4 EA + B F,

2D A+CF-BF
~T~

generally, and for stability,

BC 3BC

EA- DA
4- -i- -- -^A _*^T7 44 28'

If D A is to be B C, then the moment

will be

HXBC / 3 \ 5BC 2

3 + ~~"*

Then, with values as before,

120 X 20
5
-?r^ = 160,000, B C = 10.32,

o

= - 10.32 = 7.74,

weight of wall

90= 120 X ^ (10.32 -f 2 X 7.74) = 20640.
o

If D A is to be 4- B C, then the moment
o

HX
.

BC
(B C + 2 A)

will be
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Then, with values as before,

120 X 20 - = 160,000, B C = 10.69,
12

D A = 4- 10.69= 7.13,
o

weight of wall

= 120 X ^ (10.69 + 2 X 7.13) = 19960.
rf

If D A is to be 1 B C, then the moment
2

will be

?2iBC
(BO + BC) = H ]

^.
Then, with values as before,

120 X 20 ~- = 160,000, B C = 11.54,

D A = i 11.54 = 5.77,
a

weight of wall

20= 120 X ~ (11.54 -f- 2 X 5.77) = 18464.
o

If D A is to be B C, then the moment

TT x ~R P

will be
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Then, with values as before,

120 X 20 = 160,000, B C == 13.3,

= ~ 13.3 = 3.3,

weight of wall

20= 120 X ~ (13.3 + 2 X 3.3) = 16000.
o

If a wall of this section is required, its

moment is

and if it supports water level with the top,

T) /~2

120 X 20 -~ = 166,666, B C = 16.6 ;

and weight of wall
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= 120 X 20 X = 13333.

Now as 17304 was required for the trian-

gular form of wall with, the same values,

there is shown to be a great saving of ma-

terial with the form of wall with curved

batter.

As the form of wall with a curved batter

of the semi-cubical parabolic section, has

been proved by several writers to be every-

where of equal strength, the calculations

for finding the dimensions of retaining

AN K

8

walls with a batter of that curve are also

given, as they may be found useful in some

cases. Let A G B in this figure be a curve
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of that form, with G F passing through its

centre of gravity. Then

2 = BE 2
: B K 3 = H 3

: : A H2 = E F 2
: G N 3

,

/E F 2

area of A G N = 3 A ^
x G H

5
'

~~

If

~
~5~

"~

~&\
o ^/V T?2 TJ

HXEF- ^EFXH./ =4 = ?
O r X> Jli O

3
3
/El^" B E

5 v JD lj

5
*" ^ V BE 2

EF
i/:

BE 2 5
'

BE

5EF BE
BE 2 3

BE
/E F 2 5 BE

V Bl^
=

3~
""

?E^
"

A B^ 3 A B^
V^EF) (

5
-Wp)_

BE 2 27
_ _ 27
EF*'
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BE*/. BEV
27

BE= 27 '

B E = 3.759 E F = 3.759 (B E - B F),

3.759 B F = 3.759 B E - B E,

2. 759 BE
3.759

=

Moment of

A B E = B E X .734 B E = .2936 B E* X H
;

5

moment of

moment of

ABCD =H (^~-f CEXBE+ .2930BEA

= -5
((0 E + B E)

2 - .4f28 B E 2
).

a

Let C E= 6, and other values as before,

then

20
120 ((6 + B E)

2 - .4128 B E 2
) = 160,000,

m

B E= 6.22, and weight of wall

= 120
(20

X 6 +
-|

20 X
6.22")

= 20369.

To find the moment of A B C D when
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ABE = AECD. Then B E = - C E,

area of A B E = H X - B E=HX C E.

(.734 B E) = (H X C E)

| C E + 5^) + (H X C E)
(.

734 X | C
E)

= (HXCE)3CE + (HXCE) 1.835CE

= 4.835 HXCE 2
. Then 120X20 x 4.835 CE 2

= 160,000, CE = 3.71, BE=|- 3.71 = 9.28,
SB

and weight of wall

= 120 X 20
(3.71

+
-| 9.28^

= 17808.
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When both the front and back of the

wall are curved and parallel. When E F

passes through the centre of gravity, to find

E A. Area of

H .

-/<+.!?*
E A

area of

OF B

then when E F bisects A B D,

^^T?Ai^-^T5T? ^-^-rT?l^^-l?TkE A +
-g-

B F = -
6
- F -I- -y-

E D,
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for stability,

SO 3 A L> _ A JLJ

+ 3 j

AD= 3ED-3EA, and as

subtracting,

: 6 E A, E A =

= 3ED + E A,

To find E A when the perpendicular

which bisects A B D passing through its

centre of gravity, falls on its inside corner.

Area of

area of
2H
5
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~
(A D - E A) == H x E A + ?_? (B C - E A)

o o

3H 2H

To find the moment of ABCD when

the curves of the front and back of the wall

are of different radii. Area of

EFCD^HXCF +

area of

area of

5

3H^ , 2H,

= OF+ ^F
> o

EA+^BF = ^(2BCo o o

moment of A B D for stability
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= ^g^(2BC + 3AD).

D E A

C B

adding 3 E A to both sides,

3DA+2CF-2BFEA=- g-

generally, and for stability,

BC 3BC3PA + lr ^- DA BC
~6~ ~2~ ~6~'

q
If D A is to be B 0, then the moment

3 H B C
(2 B C + 3 A D)

will be
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Then, with values as before,

120 X 20
51

^
2

= 160,000, B C = 10.23,
oU

D A = f- 10.23 = 7.67,
4

weight of wall

= 120 X ^ (2 X 10.23 + 3 X 7.67) = 208CO.
5

2
IfDA is to be - B C, then the moment

will be

Then, with values as before,

q T> p2
120 X 20 = 160,000,

o

B C = 10.54, D A = 1-10.54 = 7.03,
o

weight of wall

90= 120 X ^ (2 X
5

If D A is to be
-^
B 0, then the moment

20= 120 X -
(2 X 10.54 + 3 X 7.03) = 20238.

o
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3HX BC

will be
20 (2 B C -f 3 A D)

Then, with values as before,

120 X 20
21
^

2

= 160,000,
40

B C = 11.27, D A = i- 11.27 = 5.63,
SB

weight of wall

90= 120 X =p (2 X 11.27 + 3 X 5.63) = 18930.
o

If A D is to be -5- B C, then the moment
3

3HXB C
20 (2 B -f 3 A D)

will be

3H x B C
.

C2 B o -f~ao

Then, with values as before,
n T> r]2

120x20
"

=160,000,

B C = 12.17, D A = 12.17 = 4.06,
3

weight of wall

90
120 X TT (a X 12 - 17 + 3 X 4 - 06 >

= 17526'

D
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If D A is to be -j- B C, then the moment

3 H x B C ^ ~ _
(2 B C -f 3 A D)

(
2 B C + |Bc),H2Si51.

will be

3HxBC

Then, with values as before,

OO T> p2
120 X 20 = 160,000,

do

B C = 12.71, D A = -1 12.71 = 3.18,

weight of wall

20
;= 120 X ^ (2 X 12.71 + 3 X 3.18) = 16780.

If a wall of this section is required, its
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moment is .2936 B C2X H
>
an(i if> & sup-

ports water level with the top,

120 X 20 x .2936 B C 2 = 166,666, B C = 15.38,

and weight of wall

= 120 + 20X
2X ^ 38 = 14764

5

Having now given methods for finding

the correct dimensions of the different forms

of wall that are generally used in practice,

the author does not wish to express any

opinion on the merits of any particular

form of wall, leaving it to the superior

judgment of more experienced engineers to

determine the section of wall they may con-

sider most suitable in each case.
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TABLE 1. Thickness of Vertical Retaining Walls,

to sustain the Pressure of Earth, Sand, etc., level

with its top. The Moment of the Wall is equal

to twice that of the Earth, etc., to insure perma-
nent stability.
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TABLE 1. Continued.
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TABLE 2. Double Moments of the Pressure of the

Weight of Embankments of Earth, Sand, etc.,

level with the top of Wall.
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TABLE 2. Continued.
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TABLE 3. For Surcliarged Embankments.
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TABLE 3. Continued.
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TABLE 4. Thickness of Vertical Retaining Walls

to sustain the Pressure of a Surcharged Em-
bankment of Earth, Sand, etc. The moment of
the Wall is equal to twice that of the Earth, etc.,

to insure permanent stability.
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TABLE 4. Continued.
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TABLE 5. Double Moments of the Pressure of tfie

Weight of Surcharged Embankments of Earth,

Sand, etc.
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